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Hello Friends!
As I sit at my office desk at 8:30pm, I struggle with what to write to my
Better Horses Family. You have been such a great emotional and spiritual
support for me. It is also so good to experience the value you bring to the
equine community.
It is great to see the Horse Shows and events picking up across the
country. I hope and pray we are getting a good handle on this pandemic.
All of us know someone that this terrific virus has taken away from us. Stay
safe and use common sense.
As far as riding my horse, it doesn’t get any better than to spend a good
spring day riding with NCHA Cutter, Jim Spencer and NRHA Reiner, Brent
Wright. I am having a blast. Even Dr. Fred Gardner and I are riding our
horses together getting some saddle time. I have set a personal goal to
ride and show at the Ranch Versatility shows and the Kansas Sunflower
Slide. I am really looking forward to it. My hat goes off to Ranch Versatility
competitor and promoter Rich Masoner. See the ad for the shows that are
scheduled on page 12. You need to come to a couple of these or all of them.
Lots of great events going on and I plan to make some of the trail rides.
Don’t miss our 23rd Annual Dream Ride in the Flint Hills at the beautiful
Clover Cliff Ranch near Clements, KS. The dates are Oct. 29th, 30th, and
31st. Call me at 785-418-6047 or e-mail ernie@betterhorsesradio.com.
To reserve your spot call Tara Adams at 816-820-9344 or email her at
tadams40@hotmail.com.
On a very sad note, our youngest son, Matthew, was found dead in
his apartment in Topeka, KS, on March 15th. The pain a parent goes
through after losing a child is almost unbearable. While going through this
experience it has been amazing of how many of my good acquaintances
have experienced the loss of their own child. You know many of you are
experiencing your own tragedy whether it’s your health, or a family members
health. The only thing giving me a sense of comfort is praying and leaning
on Jesus Christ my Savior. Other folks going through the same as I am will
tell you the same. If any of you are suffering from this pain, please don’t
hesitate to call me at 785-418-6047 or e-mail me at
ernie@betterhorsesradio.com
I wouldn’t be honest with you if I told you this was an easy publication to
put together. We have a lot of great projects we will be working on going
forward that you are going to like. Congratulations to Justine Staten and
her team on putting together a great Equifest of Kansas. Amidst all the
challenges you “hit it out of the park”.
Happy Trails & God Bless!
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Fort Riley Commanding General’s Mounted Color Guard Provides
Link To Cavalry’s Key Part In Nation’s History
By Frank J. Buchman

A spine tinging feeling spread
through hearts as the mounted
cavalry troops galloped into the arena
nation’s colors flying.
It was Saturday morning’s opening
ceremonies for EquiFest of Kansas at
Salina creating a feeling of history a
century-and-a-half gone by.
The Commanding General’s
Mounted Color Guard provides a link
recognizing the importance of the
cavalry soldier during the Civil War
era.
“Established in 1992, the Color
Guard is composed of active-duty
Fort Riley soldiers,” said Commander
Captain Michael L. Haynes.
Troopers and their horses were

outfitted in period-appropriate
uniforms, accoutrements and
equipment.
With Haynes on his buckskin
gelding named Buck, they
demonstrated the skill and precision
required of cavalry soldiers.
“We have 30 Color Guard members
and 22 horses at this time,” Captain
Haynes explained. “It is a full time unit
with the soldiers each serving two
years.”
Soldiers are detailed from the ranks
of units assigned to Fort Riley and
receive instruction from manuals used
by Civil War cavalrymen.
From privates to officers, these
men and women recreate the colorful

Waiting outside the arena for their performance at the EquiFest of
Kansas, the Mounted Color Guard’s white horse ridden by the guidon
bearer stood out among the other cavalrymen’s bay horses.

spectacle of the American Horse
Soldier.
A background with horse
experience is not a requirement to be
a member of the Color Guard. “We
have soldiers who’ve never been
around horses as well as those who
have extensive horse knowledge,”
Haynes related.
There are regular training sessions
for the horsemen and their horses.
“We have a senior rider, the most
skilled rider in the unit, who oversees
all horse-rider training,” Captain
Haynes said.
When acquiring horses, the
Mounted Color Guard typically looks
for five-to-10-year-old bay geldings
with little or no white markings.
“We want the horses to stand 15 to
15.2-hands high and weigh 1,100 to
1,200-pounds,” Haynes said.
Horses with solid feet are preferred.
“They must be sound and possess
the ability to perform at the level our
training and performances demand,”
Haynes explained.
“Original 7th Cavalry horses were
bay, but units are authorized by
original doctrine to have two offcolor horses,” Haynes said. “As the
commander, I ride my buckskin and
a white horse is ridden by the guidon
bearer.
“These different colored horses
allow cavalrymen to identify those
in command of troops,” Haynes
continued.
“We strive to use animals that
will provide for authentic recreations
during battle re-enactments and other
historic activities,” he added.
“Our horses have come from a
wide range of backgrounds and are all

Renowned horse clinician, Chris
Cox, visited with Color Guard
members as a highlight for the
cavalrymen during EquiFest.
owned by Fort Riley,” the commander
said.
Horses are housed in the cavalry
stable with the original cobblestone
floor on Fort Riley’s main post.
“Constructed of native limestone,
this 143-foot-by-63-foot building was
built in 1889 at a cost of $8,861,”
Haynes said. “It originally housed 76
horses utilized by the Cavalry Riding
School.”
While housing Color Guard horses,
the stable is staffed by a commander,
first sergeant and special duty
soldiers. Visitors are welcome during
the week by appointment.
Trimmed in yellow, branch colored
wool and cotton uniforms worn by
the Color Guard provide degrees of
warmth and coolness. “While in camp
or garrison, the sack coat and muslin
shirts are common attire,” Haynes
noted.
Kersey blue trousers are reinforced
in the seat to prolong wear. “The
wider the yellow stripe, the higher
the enlisted rank,” Haynes pointed
out. “Officer’s trousers have only an
eighth-inch welt of yellow cord down
the outside seam.” Black knee-high
riding boots are worn.
Headgear includes a forage cap,
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Cox, visited with Color Guard
members as a highlight for the
cavalrymen during EquiFest.
The Commanding General’s
Mounted Color Guard has performed
throughout the United States including
President Trump’s Inaugural Parade.
“We are available to do parades
and other community events. An
encampment is available as are
cavalry tactics demonstrations,”
Haynes said. “We are flexible and can
adjust performances and parades for
your community.”
Requests for the Color Guard to
participate in community events are
available on Fort Riley’s community
relations page or by calling 785-2400306.

A frequent attraction at area events, the Color Guard has performed throughout the United States including
President Trump’s Inaugural Parade.
which was copied from a style popular
in the French Army. “Enlisted men
occasionally wear slouch hats or
campaign hats, without yellow hat
cords,” Haynes related.
Standard saddle used by the Color
Guard is the 1859-pattern McClellan
designed for the comfort of the
horse. “Captain George B. McClellan
developed the saddle’s design after
his travels in Mexico and Europe
in the 1850s,” Haynes explained.
“Distinctive feature is the rawhide seat

The Mounted Color Guard’s 1871
Army Escort Wagon pulled by
two molly mules was an EquiFest
attraction.

adapted for economy.”
Including a curb bit bridle, this
saddle, with certain modifications,
was used by the cavalry until World
War II. Cavalrymen also carry two
canteens, feed bag, lariat and saddle
bags.
The Civil War cavalryman used
a variety of weapons as does the
Color Guard. “Our handguns include
1858 .44-caliber Remington and
1873 .45-caliber Colt revolvers,”
Haynes related. “We also have 1873
.45-caliber Remington lever-action
rifles and 12-guage double-barrel
shotguns.”
Original cavalrymen might have
also carried a standard pattern 1861
light cavalry saber. “The saber gave
the horse soldier another weapon in
his arsenal if the situation required its
use,” Haynes said.
The 1871 Army Escort Wagon
pulled by two molly mules was an
EquiFest attraction as well. “We

acquired two Percheron draft horse
cross mules from Tennessee in 2005,”
Haynes said “They have earned
several awards in draft working
events at the Kansas State Fair in
Hutchinson.”
The U.S. Cavalry Museum donated
the escort wagon to the Color Guard
in 2001. “Records show the wagon
came to Fort Riley from Fort Knox,”
Haynes commented. “Hardware of
the wagon is 98 percent original, but,
when the unit received the wagon,
much of the wood was decayed.
Soldiers and a wagon company
restored the wagon to its current
condition.”
The box is constructed of red oak
while the undercarriage and wheels
are made out of white oak.
“While escort wagons were not
common, they were sought after to
transport the cavalry’s beans and
bullets,” Haynes said.
Renowned horse clinician, Chris

Captain Michael L. Haynes,
commander of the Commanding
General’s Mounted Color Guard,
on Duke, left front, with Staff
Sergeant Bryan Joyce on Smoke,
to his right, prepare to dismiss
after the change of command
ceremony December 12, 2019.
(Gail Parsons photo)
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Jenny Forge-Wendt
Jenny Forge-Wendt was raised on
a farm in Northeast Kansas and has
always been surrounded by wildlife
and farm animals. Countless hours
were spent during her childhood with
a sketch pad and pencil, pursuing
a hobby that was supported by
encouraging parents. She attended
college and earned a Bachelor of
Science degree in Animal Science,
which added to her understanding of
animal behavior and anatomy. She
did not take any art classes while
in college and is truly a self-taught
artist. After college and starting a
family, she pursued her art career
for several years, then life happened
and she took a short hiatus after a
divorce and the recent passing of one
of her children. But now, alongside
her second husband and family, she
owns and operates a small ranch,
with cattle, horses, dogs, and several
barn cats, and she is continuing
her passion for painting what she
knows best: the animals and nature
she enjoys every day. She credits
her husband, Kevin, with giving her
the encouragement she needed, to
again follow her heart. Jenny has
shown her work in many shows and
exhibitions including the Western

Associates of the AAW Inaugural
Show and Sale in Round Top, Texas;
the Night of Artists Show and Sale at
the Briscoe in San Antonio; Cowgirl
Up! in Wickenburg, AZ; Windows to
the West Art Show and Sale in Estes
Park, CO; and the Phippen Western
Art Show in Prescott, AZ. She has
garnered many awards, including
several “Best of Shows”, “Artist’s
Choices” and “People’s Choices”
along the way. She is constantly
striving to capture the feeling and
movement in her subjects in a
single moment in time. Painting,
for her, is a way to express the life
and beauty, the “something” she
sees worth capturing, in her chosen
animal subjects that others may not
otherwise notice.

Jenny Forge-Wendt
4301 Hamilton Rd.
Effingham, KS 66023
913-370-3544
email: cayennepepper@outlook.com
www.jennyforge.com
Facebook page: Jenny Forge Wendt Western and Wildlife Art
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Cowboy Church with Steve Stafford
His name is Matthew
I want to visit with you for just a
moment about something that has
happened recently in the Better
Horses Family. You all know Ernie
Rodina, and many of you know his
precious wife Connie. Well tragedy
has struck the Rodina household,
as their 21-year old son, Matthew,
has passed from this life to his
eternal home in Heaven. If you
knew Matt, you’ll never forget Matt,
because he had a bigger than life
personality. I have had the privilege
of seeing this boy grow up, well in
years anyway, I was never sure if
he would ever “grow up”. He was
full of life, full of mischief, always
with something on his mind. A few
years ago Matt and his brother
Brent came to me wanting to know
more about Jesus. Now they had
heard me preach many times
throughout the years, but this time
it was different. There was a sense
of urgency, they wanted “more”,
they wanted the deeper things,
they wanted to know the Gospel,
they wanted a saving relationship
in Christ. In knowing and loving
these boys, I was honored to share
the gospel with them. Both boys
gave their hearts to Christ, asking
Him to be their Savior. Soon after,
they wanted to be baptized! So one
cold winter day in Topeka, KS, at
an Al Dunning Clinic, where I was
doing the church service, we filled a
livestock water tank, and I had the
privilege and honor to scripturally
baptize both boys. A day that I will
never forget, a day that seems ever
so more important now that young
Matt has left us. You see he saw
the urgency in being obedient to his

Savior, not really knowing that his
years were short. The Bible says
in 2 Corinthians 6:2 NLT, For God
says, “At just the right time, I heard
you, and in the day of salvation
I helped you. Indeed, the right
time is now. Today is the day of
salvation”.
If Matt could be here and tell you
anything, he would tell you to waste
no more time. If you do not have
a saving relationship in Christ, no
more excuses, no more complaints,
no more doubts, NO MORE! On
behalf of Ernie, Connie and the
boys, we urge you today, make this
the day.
Make this the greatest single
day of your life. Matt did, Brent did.
Jesus is calling you today.
If you have any questions
concerning what salvation means,
how to come to saving grace in
Christ, please feel free to call
me, at 417-850-5931. I would be
honored to share the love of Jesus
with you.
This is Steve
Stafford, I am
the pastor at
Risen Ranch
Cowboy Church,
Carthage, MO,
and a very
proud member
of the Better
Horses Family.

Matt’s Stuffed Peppers

4 large peppers (I use 2 yellow and 2 red)
1 lb. ground beef
1/4 cup chopped celery
2 Tablespoons chopped onion
1 cup cooked rice
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 can small diced tomatoes
dash of pepper
1/4 cup catsup
8 oz. can tomato sauce
1-2 teaspoons sugar
1/4 teaspoon dried basil
1/4 cup grated cheddar cheese

Heat oven to 350 degrees. Cut top of pepper and remove membrane
and seeds. In a large saucepan, cook peppers 5 minutes in boiling water
to cover. Drain; set aside. In a large skillet, brown
ground beef, celery, and onion; drain excess fat. Add
rice, salt, diced tomatoes, pepper and catsup; mix
well.
Spoon mixture into peppers. Place peppers in
a shallow baking pan. Combine tomato sauce,
sugar, and basil; mix well. Spoon half of sauce over
peppers and bake uncovered at 350 degrees for
30-40 minutes or until peppers are tender. Spoon on
remaining sauce and sprinkle with cheese the last 5
minutes.
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A Bit of History on The Express
Clydesdales
Mr. Bob Funk saw an opportunity
to bring something entirely new
and different to his home state of
Oklahoma, a state steeped in its
own rich equestrian history. He
intuitively knew that the Clydesdales
would become an unusual tourist
attraction. And they have! The
Express Clydesdales, out of Yukon,
Oklahoma, meet thousands of visitors
each year at home in the beautiful
and historic Clydesdale barn,
originally built in 1936 by Oklahoma
City oilman and farmer, H.I Grimes.
The impressive barn was restored

especially for the Clydesdales by
Amish Carpenters in 1998.
The Clydesdales travel across
North America as ambassadors for
Express Employment Professionals
and help raise millions of dollars
for Children’s Miracle Network
and other charities. Each year, the
Express Clydesdales star in some
of the world’s most famous parades
including Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
Parade, the Tournament of Roses
Parade, the Chicago St. Patrick’s
Day Parade and the Kentucky Derby
Pegasus Parade, just to name a few.

2019 Rose Parade – Photo by Casey McBride Photography, Courtesy of
Express Ranches
They’ve also had the extreme honor
and pleasure of chauffeuring the
Duke and Duchess of Cambridge,

Cowboy Quality
We were up in Kansas at a horse Expo, signing pictures and talking horses.
It’s always a pleasure with good horse folks, hearing of all their discourses.
We spotted a fella; He caught both our eyes. He lingered not far from our booth.
You could sure enough tell he was one of the breed. And he had used up a portion of youth.
When the line thinned down, I said, “How’s it going?” He slowly then headed our way.
He spoke very soft, but his voice clear and true. He shared, “It’s a fine spring-like day.”
We asked what he did for a living. He told us, “I run a few cow’s.”
Our conversation then turned to horses. An elevation took place at his brows.
He wasn’t real tall in his stature. He was lean like a man ought to be.
His face was covered in whiskers. His face you barley could see.
His eyebrows were long and protruding. Yet, he looked so distinct and together.
But you could tell, without any question, some storms on his trail he had weathered.
He’d darn sure fit a western movie. But he wasn’t dressed up for a scene.
It’s just who he was, and that’s all that he was, whether he was dirty or clean.
You can tell a man’s nature, by his love for his horse, so Tom asked him of the first one he owned.
His face changed its pattern, his eyes watered up, and for a second, his voiced sort of groaned.
He took us back in his story, of the memory now in his mind.
It was like he re-lived every picture, of that precious and long ago time.
I don’t know his name, or if I’ll see him again. But I doubt I’ll forget that exchange.
For I saw in his soul, a man gentle yet bold, a quality to our world, growing strange.
By Del Shields

Prince William and Kate, during a visit
to Calgary, Alberta, Canada. What
the Express Clydesdales love doing
most is meeting their friends and
fans at home and on the road, and
supporting community efforts along
the way.
The teams have also competed
against other draft horse hitches
across the United States and Canada.
They were the 2015 World Champion
Six and Eight-Horse Hitch at the
World Clydesdale Show. Although
the Clydesdale breed may vary in
different shades of bay, chestnut and
black, the Express horses are rare
black and white, typically standing
18-19 hands high and weigh nearly a
ton.
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What’s the Deal with Equine Herpes Virus?
Katie Delph, DVM, MS, DACVIM; Equine Internal Medicine Specialist
Kansas State University Veterinary Health Center
You may have heard about
outbreaks of the neurologic form of
equine herpesvirus in Europe starting
in mid-February and in Canada
and the US this year. Cases of the
neurologic form of equine herpesvirus
have been reported in California,
Maryland, Kentucky, Utah, New
York, Florida, Pennsylvania, and
Virginia already in 2021. Information
regarding these cases and active
quarantines are available at the
Equine Disease Communication
Center (www.equinediseasecc.org).

So what is the big deal about
equine herpesvirus and
associated neurologic disease?

The equine herpesviruses that most
commonly affect and cause disease
in horses are equine herpesvirus-1
(EHV-1) and EHV-4. Possible disease
states caused by EHV-1 include
respiratory disease, reproductive
disease resulting in abortion in
pregnant broodmares, or neurologic
disease. Most commonly EHV-4 only
causes respiratory disease.
Respiratory signs: Both EHV-1 and
EHV-4 can cause respiratory signs
including fever, lethargy, decreased
appetite, clear nasal discharge, and
occasionally cough. This is the most
common form of disease, and horses
typically recover uneventfully.
Reproductive signs: The
reproductive signs EHV-1 can cause
include late-term abortion, birth of
stillborn foals, or birth of ill, weak
neonates who typically cannot
recover. The disease can cause
individual broodmares to abort or
multiple broodmares on the same
farm may have abortions (abortion
storms).
Neurologic signs: The neurologic

form of EHV-1 is termed equine
herpesvirus-1 myeloencephalopathy
or EHM. Horses that have EHM
may have fever and respiratory signs
before the onset of neurologic signs
or other horses on the farm may
display respiratory signs. Neurologic
signs include rapid onset of loss of
coordination which progresses to
hind-end weakness and paralysis
and even recumbency (inability to
rise) in some cases. Often horses
will have decreased tail tone and
difficulty defecating or urinating
resulting in urine dribbling. In mild
cases, horses can recover although it
may take weeks to months and some
horses have permanent neurologic
deficits. Horses that become
recumbent unfortunately have a poor
prognosis due to complications and
low likelihood of complete recovery.
EHM occurs in about 10% of horses
infected with EHV-1.
With any form of EHV, it is highly
contagious among horses. It is
spread through inhalation or direct
contact with nasal or ocular secretions
or other infectious materials, like
fetal membranes or fluid. Horses
are infected with EHV-1 and EHV-4
in their first year of life and become
latently infected where they are
infected but show no clinical signs and
are not contagious (not “shedding”
the virus). However latently infected
horses can have recrudescence (or
re-emergence) of the virus where they
become contagious again (“shed”
the virus) and potentially also show
clinical signs. Horses that have
recrudescence and horses that are
actively showing clinical signs can be
contagious for 21-28 days. Latent
infection and recrudescence is the
reason why some horses with EHV

infection do not have a history of
travel or contact with outside horses.
Because of its highly contagious
nature, it is imperative that infected
horses are identified quickly and
isolated, and that exposed horses are
quarantined. Equine herpesvirus-1,
especially the neurologic form,
is a reportable disease so state
officials will help implement isolation,
quarantine, and testing with
veterinarians on farms or at events.

How can you prevent your horse
from becoming ill with EHV?
Vaccines are available for EHV-1
and EHV-4 and are labeled for the
prevention of respiratory disease and
reproductive disease. Vaccines for
the prevention of respiratory disease
are considered “risk-based” by
the American Association of
Equine Practitioners (AAEP)
www.aaep.org. EHV vaccines are
typically administered in horses with
exposure to other horses and are
given two or more times yearly based
on veterinary recommendations
for individual horses. For the
prevention of reproductive disease,
mares are vaccinated at specific
times during gestation (pregnancy).
However, there is no vaccine labeled
for the prevention of neurologic
disease associated with EHV-1.
For prevention of EHM, general
vaccination protocols as well as good
biosecurity at home and at events are
essential. Ensure that your horse is
appropriately vaccinated with core
(rabies, tetanus, Eastern and Western
equine encephalitis, West Nile virus)
and risk-based (typically EHV-1,
EHV-4, and influenza) vaccinations
based on your veterinarian’s
recommendations. Up-to-date

vaccinations are not a substitute for
good biosecurity at home and when
traveling with your horse, especially
since vaccines do not prevent EHM,
so vaccinations and biosecurity
protocols should be used together.

What can you do at events
or when traveling with your
horse to prevent EHV (or other
contagious diseases)?

First, do not travel with your horse
if they are showing signs of illness
(fever, nasal discharge, cough,
neurologic signs, etc). If you do
notice signs of illness, contact your
veterinarian right away. This ensures
that your horse receives appropriate
care right away, may prevent other
horses that may be sick or exposed
to travel, and may prevent further
exposure at a large gathering of
horses. General biosecurity practices
at events and when traveling include
preventing nose-to-nose contact and
distancing your horse from other
horses, avoiding personal contact
with other horses to avoid being
contaminated with nasal or infectious
secretions, and avoiding tying or
housing your horse at common
co-mingling areas. Try to clean your
stall with disinfectants if possible
before allowing your horse access
and avoid sharing equipment that
may allow for spread of contagious
particles, especially on bits and bridles
or water buckets and hoses.

What can you do at home
to prevent EHV (or other
contagious diseases)?

Having a quarantine protocol in
place for new arrivals and a plan
for what to do if a horse does start
to show signs of infectious disease

2021 Spring Issue
are a great start especially for busy
boarding barns. Quarantine protocols
and infectious disease plans can
be made with your veterinarian
based on risk factors for individual
situations. Quarantine for new
arrivals is often at least three weeks,
where new arrivals are separated
from at least nose-to-nose contact
or ideally completely separated from
the general population. Quarantine
includes monitoring for clinical signs
of disease (including monitoring for
fever once to twice daily) and wearing
personal protective equipment or
different apparel and using good
hygiene between the general
population and the new arrival. If
possible, traveling horses should
undergo quarantine similarly when
arriving back at the farm. Of course,
this may not be possible based on
individual situations. Some steps
to take for traveling horses may

be to segregate horses that travel
frequently from horses that may
be more susceptible to infectious
diseases, like young or old horses,
that may be immune suppressed.

What do you do if you suspect
EHV, EHM, or other infectious
diseases in your horse?

First contact your veterinarian and
stop movement on your farm. If
you have an isolation plan and stall
area, you can move the potentially
infectious horse to that area. If you
are unsure how to implement isolation
on the farm, wait for your veterinarian
to help implement a plan. Your
veterinarian will be able to obtain
diagnostic samples and perform
appropriate diagnostic testing based
on the clinical signs and physical
exam findings. Common diagnostics
for EHV include PCR testing of
a nasal swab and whole blood;

however, your veterinarian may have
to perform other diagnostics as well
to rule in or rule out other possible
causes of clinical signs. Your
veterinarian will implement treatment
or recommend hospitalization based
on their findings and diagnostic test
results when available. If
EHV-1 and EHM are diagnosed, state
officials will be involved in isolation,
quarantine, and tracing possible
exposed horses. Treatment for EHV
is largely supportive because there
is no specific treatment, even for
EHM. Treatment for EHM typically
includes anti-inflammatories, fluid
and nutritional support, protection
from injuries, management of
complications, and potentially use of
a sling (Figure 1) and rehabilitation
during recovery.
If you would like more information,
excellent resources include your
veterinarian, the Equine Disease
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Communication Center (www.
equinediseasecc.org), the AAEP
(www.aaep.org), or the Kansas State
University Veterinary Health Center.
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Walton Wisdom Tip
“IF YOU FALL OFF YOUR HORSE YOU MUST GET BACK ON”
This is a motivational and macho saying and not necessarily
true in all cases.
Good instructors teach riding skills using knowledge, encouragement,
and example, not by forcing or intimidation.
Instructors must be able to read the rider’s ability, as well as reading
the horse’s ability. This will enable them to instruct without putting undo
pressure on horse or rider.
Teaching the rider how to control all parts of the horse gives both
horse and rider confidence and the ability to improve their riding skills. In
doing so the odds of the rider NOT falling off are greater.
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“Lead Changes” Help
Create A Happy Family
By Barbara Sue Sweetwood / associate writer
Established in September of
2018, Lead Changes is a non-profit
501(c) (3) organization that helps
today’s youths become upstanding
citizens and leaders of the future. It
restores self-confidence, patience,
values and integrity while teaching
children how to care for horses and
the art of horsemanship. The equine
community has always had a huge
heart. One such case involved two
children, an eight and eleven-year
old, through no fault of their own
were subject to a horrific family life. It
seems the father became dependent
on using and selling drugs and the
mother of these children had finally
been through enough and left,
leaving the children with the father.

The children were given night time
cold medicine and sent to bed so
the father could continue his path of
destruction in the drug world. The
grandparents of these children, who
are part of the local horse community,
finally found them and went through
the proper legal channels to gain
custody and adopt these children
so they could grow up in a happy
and healthy environment. This is not
an inexpensive challenge and after
exhausting their bank account and
scraping up every dime they could
find they still found that they were
$5,000 short in legal fees to adopt
their precious grandchildren. Ernie
Rodina, of the Better Horses Media,
interviewed the grandmother on

the phone but unbeknownst to her,
Chris Cox, an equine clinician, world
renowned horseman and operator
of Lead Changes Organization, was
listening in on the conversation. Ernie
was going to promote a “help fund”
for the grandparents through his radio
program Better Horses, in hopes of
getting donations through the horse
community so these children could
be adopted by their grandparents
and have the happy and healthy
life they so much deserved. Upon
hearing the story and the anguish in
this loving grandmother’s voice, Chris
Cox told Ernie that the Lead Changes
Organization would gladly foot the
bill. Yes, they paid the entire $5,000
and upon receiving this information
the grandmother, still on the air,
broke down in tears of joy. Ernie told
me that he could hear the children’s
joyful laughter in the background and
it made his heart full. Her message to
him was as follows,
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“Because of you I laugh a little
harder, I cry a lot less and today I
smiled a whole lot more.”
If you would like to help with this
wonderful organization, please take
a moment to look them up on the
internet at: leadchanges.org or you
can email them at:
info@leadchanges.org
or call 361-449-6090
It is nice to know that in today’s
crazy world the equine community
will always have giving and caring
hearts and that there is still a place
of values, integrity and leadership
skills that connects us straight to
the heartbeat of our illustrious four
legged friends. Thank you Chris Cox
for your generosity and for creating
principles and confidence in the
future of our youths through your
leadership and through the ever
magnificent horse.
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Ranch Dog Health

Veterinarian covers key health risks our dogs are up against
By Aimee Robinson

He went to open the gate toward
another pasture on the family’s South
Texas ranch, and his dog Hilda, an
Australian shepherd, wouldn’t let him
take another step — soon, he learned
why. Underneath a tumbleweed-like
shrub known as Barba De Chivo, was
a rattlesnake. “Hilda kept me there
long enough that when I made my way
to the gate, the rattlesnake was gone.
She was protecting me,” recalled
President of Valley Vet Supply, Omar
Hinojosa. “She was always with me
and was my second set of eyes,
watching over me — we had some
very protective mama cows. Our dogs
are always there for us, and we owe
it to them to shield them from any
potential health risks.”
For key dog health advice, we
turned to Paul DeMars, DVM,
DABVP, clinical associate professor
at Oklahoma State University’s
College of Veterinary Medicine, who
said especially for our ranch dogs,
“The biggest risks are parasites and
tick-borne illnesses, in which most
are preventable. We have some
great, easy-to-use and cost-effective
preventatives for heartworm, flea and
tick control, and parasites.”

should be on a year-round
heartworm preventative.” Heartworm
preventatives can cost an average
of $10 per month, compared to
heartworm treatment, which can cost
more than $1,000 or the priceless
cost of a dog’s life. Make sure dogs
never miss an annual heartworm test,
and keep them on a heartworm pill to
protect against the risk.
Unlike other worms that are
detected in a fecal sample,
heartworms are detected through
a blood test in a yearly, scheduled
veterinary exam. Ensure heartworm
testing is included in your pet’s annual
exam with your veterinarian, as the
earlier heartworm disease is detected,
the better the chances for survival,
should your dog test positive for
heartworms.
Early on, most pets do not
demonstrate symptoms, but as
heartworm disease progresses,
infected dogs may develop a
persistent cough, fatigue, decreased
appetite and weight loss. Dogs with
increased numbers of heartworms are
at risk for cardiovascular collapse, as
the worms suddenly block blood flow
within the heart.

Risk No. 1: Heartworm disease

Risk No. 2: Fleas and ticks

Transmitted by mosquitoes,
heartworm disease is a serious and
potentially fatal disease affecting a
number of mammals. Dr. DeMars
warns, “With heartworms being spread
by mosquitoes, dogs that spend more
time outdoors will get more mosquito
bites.” Heartworm risk remains
throughout the year, as mosquitoes
will shelter from the colder months
indoors or other protected areas.
Dr. DeMars said, “Every dog

Fleas can transmit harmful bacterial
pathogens and tapeworms when
ingested during a pet’s self-grooming.
Fleas also cause anemia and intense
itching in pets. Some dogs may also
develop flea allergy dermatitis, which
results from an allergic reaction to flea
saliva.
Like fleas, ticks also transmit
harmful bacterial pathogens. One of
the most dangerous and common
tick-borne infectious diseases in dogs

includes Ehrlichia Infection, which
can cause lameness, eye issues such
as blindness, neurological problems,
weight loss and swollen limbs. “The
most commonly recognized sign is
low blood platelets (colorless blood
cells that help blood clot), which then
cause bleeding if the platelets are low
enough,” warned Dr. DeMars. Among
other diseases, ticks also transmit
Rocky Mountain spotted fever and
Lyme disease.
It could take as long as 21 days
for a pet to show signs of disease. In
the case of Lyme disease, it can take
as many as five months before signs
become recognizable. Watch pets
closely for changes in behavior or
appetite, if there is any concern they
have been bitten by a tick.
Common tick- or flea-borne disease
symptoms:
• Lethargy
• Weakness
• Fever
• Enlarged spleen or lymph nodes
• Weight loss
• Gum discoloration
• Joint pain
• Swelling or stiffness of joints
There are several types of flea and
tick control products, including oral
or topical medications, powders and
sprays, collars, or shampoos and
dips. “While older topical products
exist, newer products are even more
effective,” said Dr. DeMars.

Risk No. 3: Intestinal parasites

There are many different types of
worms in the environment that can
affect our dogs. Regularly deworming
with a wormer that is specifically
developed for dogs is the safest option
to relieve their parasite burden. Learn
about the four most common worms in
dogs, below.
1. Hookworms attach themselves
to a dog’s intestines and generate

Valley Vet Supply
thousands of eggs within days. Your
dog can come in contact with them
walking through contaminated grass
and soil. Signs can include diarrhea,
weight loss, poor coat, slow growth
and dehydration.
2. Roundworms thrive in
contaminated soil and feces and are
often found in young puppies, as well
as adults. Signs include diarrhea,
blood in stools, weight loss, poor
hair coat, vomiting, lethargy, swollen
stomachs and even colic.
3. Whipworms reside in infected
soil and especially present risks when
dogs dig in the dirt. Signs can include
severe diarrhea, weight loss, bloody
or mucus-covered stools, blood loss,
dehydration, anemia, or worse.
4. Tapeworms can be seen caught
in a dog’s fur around their rear. Often,
they are transmitted through fleas, as
the flea ingests the worm larvae and
then the dog ingests the flea; they’re
also transmitted through infected soil.
Signs can include diarrhea or bloody
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stool, change in appetite, poor coat
and weight loss, abdominal pain and
scooting (less common).
Dr. DeMars also shared
the importance of arthritis
acknowledgment and prevention.
Watch for signs of arthritis, like
limping, abnormal posture, reduced
activity or mobility, decreased muscle
mass or abnormal grooming, as
arthritic pets often lick, bite or chew
on painful areas.
“The older pets get, the more likely
they are to have arthritis problems;
however, arthritis can occur earlier
in life and happen at any age,” said
Dr. DeMars. Do not wait until your
dog has a serious arthritis problem
to discuss the issue with your
veterinarian, urges Dr. DeMars.
“Sometimes, people have a
misunderstanding they have to wait,
but if an animal is no longer moving

or rising as well as they once were,
there are effective medications their
vet can prescribe to help with mobility
issues. Even if they think it’s just
normal behavior from aging, like a
change of attitude, appetite or mobility
– bring it up with your veterinarian. It
never hurts to say, ‘What do you think
about this, Doc?’”
Special joint mobility diets,
prescription medications and
supplements also can support aging,
arthritic dogs. “We’re lucky to have
many more tools available today than
when I was growing up, so we can
give our dogs the best in preventative
health care,” said Hinojosa. “We can
take steps to keep them healthy and
happy so they can live out as many
days as possible alongside us on the
ranch. They are part of the family.”
Visit veterinarian-founded
ValleyVet.com for more information

and to support the health of your pets,
livestock and horses.

About Valley Vet Supply

Valley Vet Supply was founded
in 1985 by veterinarians to provide
customers with the very best animal
health solutions. Building on over half
a century of experience in veterinary
medicine, Valley Vet Supply serves
equine, pet and livestock owners
with thousands of products and
medications hand-selected by Valley
Vet Supply founding veterinarians
and their professional staff. With an
in-house pharmacy that is licensed in
all 50 states, and verified through the
National Association of Boards
of Pharmacy (NABP), Valley Vet
Supply is the dedicated source for
all things horse, livestock and pet.
For more information, please visit
ValleyVet.com.
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For more information, please contact:
Aimee Robinson
Valley Vet Supply
785-562-3864 x 282
Aimee@ValleyVet.com
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Greener (and safer) Pastures
Sydney Brennecke
Wilhite and Frees Equine Hospital
21215 S Peculiar Drive
Peculiar, MO 64078
816.779.0100
www.wilhiteandfrees.com

Spring showers have given life to
our pastures. While horses and their
owners are happy to see the lush
grasses growing it is also important
to know the risks that too much grass
can pose to your horse. Here are
some tips and tricks for safe grazing
this summer:

1. Body condition and metabolic
status

Determine with your veterinarian if
it is safe to allow your horse pasture
access. Obese horses or ones with
metabolic challenges such as Equine
Metabolic Syndrome, PPID, or thyroid
issues, are prone to laminitis (founder)

and should have a restricted calorie
intake and exposure to non-structural
carbohydrates. Often times it is
recommended that these horses do
not have pasture access and a “dry
lot” is implemented instead. If you
or your veterinarian have a concern
about your horse’s metabolic status,
a blood panel can be submitted to an
endocrine laboratory, such as Cornell
University. Depending on the results,
your vet can make recommendations
for managing your horse’s weight and
metabolic needs.

2. Moderation!

Too much of a good thing can be

a bad thing. Limiting turnout time
can help prolong the life of your
pasture and prevent your horse
from overconsuming. Turning out for
smaller increments of time at first
and building up to the total turnout
time you wish to achieve is the safest
way to acclimate your horse to a new
pasture (or new spring growth) and to
prevent colic symptoms and laminitis.

little as 2-3 hours of grazing. Some
become incredibly efficient at eating
through a grazing muzzle as well.
While a muzzle is a great tool, weight
tape estimates and body condition
scores should be monitored monthly
to adjust for the need for more or less
calories (i.e. more or less pasture
access).

3. Grazing muzzles

Nothing beats compensating for
extra calories like extra exercise! The
good thing about the warmer weather
providing lush pastures is that it
makes it nice to get outside and ride
more. Working your horse multiple
times per week for as little as 30-40
minutes can help with weight loss,
body condition score, and lower the
risk of metabolic challenges.

A muzzle can be a helpful tool in
limiting your horse’s grass intake. If
you plan on using a muzzle this spring
and summer, be sure to find the
proper fitting muzzle and attach it to a
break-away halter to prevent injuries
during turnout. It is important to
remember that a grazing muzzle isn’t
a cure-all or safe option for horses
with metabolic challenges to have
complete pasture access. Studies
show that some horses can consume
their caloric needs for the day in as

4. Exercise

Give ‘em a break!
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by Merle Arbo

After a wet spring and a slow start
to summer, finally, summer is here! If
you’ve been out and about traveling to
the horse shows you’ve undoubtedly
experienced one of summer’s
nuisances besides biting insects, high
humidity, and severe weather. Way
before the lightning bugs illuminate
the backyard, those orange road
construction cones line our highways
and signify the beginning of summer.
We’ve all seen the commercials
and the road signs telling us to
slow down and take it easy when
we enter a construction zone.
Those commercials explain those
construction workers are just there
doing their job and trying to make
things better for all of us. For the
most part, we tolerate the construction
even though we may not always like
it. As a horse show judge, I wonder
if exhibitors and spectators would be
as considerate every time they see an
orange cone in horse show arenas. I
would like commercials and big signs
outside the arena reminding everyone
to give the judges a break!
Unless you have helped behind the
scenes at a horse show like a show
manager, secretary, ring steward,
etc., you might assume the judge
magically appears in the morning
before the first class and disappears
after the last one. Unfortunately,
this is not the case. Judges must
prepare patterns, score sheets, and
travel arrangements. The majority of
judges have another job whether it is
a horse trainer, a college professor,
or an insurance agent. Regardless
of what their job is, the time spent
judging a show is time away from their
other job where they are also needed.
Preparations must be made to keep
things running smoothly while they are

gone.
Unless the horse show is close,
usually a half day to a full day of travel
is required the day before and the day
after the show. I didn’t realize when
I first started judging bigger horse
shows how much of my time would
be spent sitting alone in airports!
Sitting in airports is the easy part to
airline travel. Most judges can fondly
recount stories of lost luggage, missed
planes, and bad weather. One of the
more challenging elements of airline
travel to me is travelling with a cowboy
hat. I’ve tried putting it in a hat can
and carrying it, checking the hat can
with my luggage, even wearing it (you
can’t hide in an airport with a cowboy
hat by the way!), but I’m convinced the
engineers that designed the planes
weren’t cowboys!
After the judge arrives at the closest
airport to the horse show, that doesn’t
mean the day is over. Luggage must
be claimed, rental cars rented, and
motels found. Questions I’ve learned
to ask show management before I get
on the plane: How far is the airport
from the horse show? Am I staying in
a motel/hotel? Is the motel close to
the show grounds? Can I have the
mobile phone number of the person
to meet me at the airport? Does my
room have air conditioning? I have
learned never to assume the obvious!
Following a long day of travel and

what seems like an audition for the
Amazing Race on CBS, judges grab a
quick bite to eat and then a short night
of rest before getting started early
the next morning. Horse show days
are mentally and physically taxing for
a judge. Most exhibitors show their
event or events and then go to lunch
or dinner. The judge is there at the
show from the first halter horse in the
morning to the last barrel racer that
night. Nevertheless, exhibitors expect
the judge to be perfect in their class.
While judges strive for perfection,
they are still human when judging a
horse show and occasionally make
mistakes. Any judge that tells you
they haven’t made a mistake either
hasn’t judged enough horse shows or
is lying!
Any idea how many different AQHA
approved events there are? 15?
20? 25? AQHA lists 30 approved
competition classes on their website.
Newly approved ranch sorting is not
on the list, so that bumps the total
to 31 different events. Take into
consideration that this number doesn’t
account for different divisions within
each event such as novice youth,
youth, amateur, novice amateur,
amateur select, open, and green, nor
does it account for different age or
sex divisions with that event such as
yearling, two-year-old, three-yearold, aged, junior, senior, or mares,
stallions, and geldings.
Some of these classes are placed
classes; others are scored classes;
while others yet are timed. Of course,
each approved competition class
has its own set of rules governing
the competition. To confuse matters
more, different events may have
different penalty amounts for the
same penalty. For instance, in trail
and western riding a break of gait for
more than two strides is a three point
penalty, while in reining a break of gait
is a two point penalty.
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Too many times, exhibitors evaluate
how well they like a judge by how their
horse placed that day. While that is
definitely one criterion to use, try to
keep an open mind. The judge must
place the horses in the class; there
has to be a first place and a fifth place
or tenth place. Many times exhibitors
think because their horse performed
to 100% of its ability that they should
win, not taking into account that their
horse’s 100% may not be as much as
another horse’s 80%. Some horses
are simply more talented in certain
classes than others. Sometimes
judges just miss a mistake a horse
made. Maybe the judge was looking
down and writing when the horse
turned the wrong way or blew up in
the corner. Give them the benefit of
the doubt. Quite possibly it might be
you that benefits the next time a judge
misses something.
Don’t jump to conclusions, either.
Just because you see the judge
talking on a cell phone during the
lunch break doesn’t mean that they
are picking the winner of junior
pleasure that day. Many times,
speaking from experience, judges
are deciding which vet, repairman,
or lawyer to call. (The lawyer was a
joke, by the way.) Seems like nothing
goes wrong until I leave!
If an exhibitor has a question,
most judges are more than willing
to take a couple of minutes to talk
after the show. However, if you ask
a question, be willing to listen and
accept the answer. As a judge, most
of these turn out to be rant sessions
for the exhibitor and the judge is put
on the defensive. Don’t ask, “What
didn’t you like about my horse?”
Instead try, “How can I improve my
performance?” The first question
assumes the judge did not like your
horse, when in fact it may have been
Continued on Page 18
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Give ’em a Break!
a rider error. The second question
focuses on how to get better for the
next time. Remember almost all
judges can give specific accounts
of poor sportsmanship regardless
of how many months or years ago it
took place. Do your best to make a
favorable impression regardless of

BETTER HORSES
how you placed that day.
Despite the down side to
judging, most judges will tell you
they love judging. The majority
indisputably would probably be good
psychological evaluation candidates
though! Long hours, short pay, and
only one winner would drive some
people insane, but judges’ fringe
benefits are bigger than the check

Oklahoma EXCA State
Championships and Cole
Cameron Clinic
Rolling Stone Stables of Shawnee, Oklahoma, will host
two days of Extreme Cowboy Racing during the Oklahoma
State Championships scheduled for May 22 – 23, 2021.
No pre-qualification is necessary to compete and all
points earned will accrue toward World Championship
Qualification. Two completely different courses will be
featured; one flat and technical and one natural course with
a variety of terrain, water crossings and bridges. A “Give A
Try” class will also be offered with introductory obstacles for
those who have never competed. Awards will be presented
to Give A Try participants with buckles and other prizes
given in all EXCA divisions.
Cole Cameron, son of EXCA founder and nationally
known trainer/clinician Craig Cameron, will serve as the
judge for the two-day competition. Cameron will also
conduct a clinic Friday, May 21. Cole recently won the Wild
Card Division of The Road to the Horse in Fort Worth, TX.
The prestigious three-day colt starting competition features
some of the world’s top trainers working with untouched
three-year old American Quarter Horse colts from the 6666
Ranch.
Spectators are welcome during the Saturday and Sunday
competitions and to date, the Cameron clinic is full, but
there is no cost to audit. A limited number of stalls and RV
spots are available at Rolling Stone Stables on a first come,
first serve basis. For more information, contact Tammy
Burgard at 405-318-3033.

at the end of the day. The rewards
are the smiles on the faces, admiring
nice horses, meeting new friends and
reuniting with old ones.
Next time you see an orange cone
in the arena, remember those judges
are people just like you and me,
trying to do the best job they can.
For now, consider these last few
pages a commercial for judges. If

you get a chance maybe even thank
them at the next horse show. In the
meantime, I’ll be looking for some big
road construction signs to put outside
the arena that read, “Judges Ahead:
give ‘em a break!”
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4/23/21 - 4/25/21

Mo Kan Border Bonanza (arabian), MO State Fair Grounds
Sedalia, MO | www.ekaha.org

6/12/21

Jackson County Sheriff’s Mounted Posse (all breed)
Longview Horse Park, Lee’s Summit, MO
Lou Meek, Manager at llsfarm@embarqmail.com

6/25/21 - 6/26/21

Longview Charity Horse Show (Saddle Up, Inc)
(saddlebred/all breed)
Longview Horse Park, Show Manager — Carol Carlson

7/12/21 - 7/24/21

Central States Benefit Horse Show (saddlebred)
Hale Arena, American Royal Complex
Manager — Lynn McCallister, 913-579-7709
lmcstable@aol.com

8/4/21 - 8/6/21

Missouri State Fair Society Horse Show (saddlebred)
Missouri State Fairgrounds, Sedalia, MO
Secretary: Kristen Pettry, kristenpettry@gmail.com

8/7/21 - 8/8/21

Greater Kansas City Arbian Horse Show Association (all breed)
Longview Horse Park, Lee’s Summit, MO
Manager: Pam Payne, Pamm41426@gmail.com

8/8/21 - 8/9/21

American Royal Youth and Open Show (all breed)
Hale Arena, Kansas City MO

8/21/21

Kansas City Regional Fox Trotting Horse Association (all breed)
Longview Horse Park, Lee’s Summit, MO
Manager: Shawn Stangl, sstangl8877@sbcglobal.net

8/28/21

Eastern Kansas Arabian Horse Association (all breed)
Missouri State Fair Grounds, Sedalia, MO
Manager: Anne McRoberts, amcroberts7856@gmail.com

9/3/21 - 9/4/21

Mid America Charity Horse Show (all breed/saddlebred)
Longview Horse Park, Lee’s Summit, MO
Manager: Jan Harvey, hockhorse@gmail.com

9/18/21

The Harvest Youth & Gaited Show - (all breed)
Due West Ranch, 13400 Donahoo Road, KCK
Show Manager: Lucy Rangel, fgsir@usa.net

9/25/21

Missouri Northland Arabian Horse Association (all breed)
Polo, MO, Saddle Club Grounds
Manager: Rose Rawlings, Roserawlings82@yahoo.com

9/25/21

Region 4 Fall Festival — Fox Trotters/Gaited (all breed)
Missouri State Fairgrounds, Sedalia, MO
Manager: Amber Wilson, akwilson129@gmail.com

10/15 - 10/17/21

Salina Charity Horse Show (all breed)
AG Hall - 900 Greeg Ave., Salina, KS 67401
Manager: Yvonne McCarthy, vbmccarthy@gmail.com

10/23/21 - 10/24/21 Central States Fall Classic (saddlebred)
MO State Fairgrounds — Sedalia, MO
Manager: Lynn McCallister, lmcstable@aol.com
11/9/21 - 11/14/21

UPHA American Royal National Championship Horse Show 1
Hale Arena, Kansas City MO (saddlebred)

12/5/21 - 12/6/21

American Royal Arabian Horse Show (arabian)
Hale Arena, Kansas City MO

Hearty Grub with Mark Burkdoll
Shepard’s Pie

1 1/2 lbs ground beef
3/4 cup chopped onions
3/4 cup frozen peas
1/2 cup diced carrots
1/2 cup chopped green bell peppers
3/4 cup chopped button mushrooms
1 diced jalapeno pepper
2 Tbs minced garlic
1/4 cup red wine
several dashes Worcestershire
sauce
1/4 tsp ground thyme
1/4 tsp all spice
1 Tbs smoked paprika
salt and pepper (watch the salt, the
beef base is salty )
for the sauce:
2 Tbs beef soup base
1 Tbs beef base
4 Tbs flour
1 cup warm water
To make the slurry, in a shaker
jar add all the ingredients and
shake, shake, shake until it is all
incorporated really well.

Brown the beef then add all the
veggies and cook until tender (use
a skillet big enough to hold all this
plus 1 inch of mashed potatoes).
Add the spices then the wine and
Worcestershire sauce.
Cook until the wine is almost gone,
then slowly add the slurry, stirring
constantly You may have to add a
little water to get the right thickness.
Now make your best mashed
potatoes and cover the pie with
about a 1- inch thick coat of the
mashed potatoes and cover them
with a coat of sharp cheddar
cheese.
Bake in a 350 degree oven about
10 - 15 min until the cheese is
melted.
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NAMEDROPPIN’ by Duke Neff
Sure good to be able to write about
our industry and have good things to
say! And I’ll start with a shout out to
CASEY WEST in ABILENE KANSAS
for his service to the Paint Association
as President...lots of work and lots of
miles, for sure. He serves one more
year on the committee.
And another shout out to CASSIE
WINTERS in Volga Iowa. CASSIE
has been very active working
with the IOWA RANCH HORSE
ASSOCIATION and their events. She
and husband MATT have helped that
group get off to a nice start, including
a very successful spring show. And
may I add about CASSIE...in addition
to the horses and the RANCH...she
has a young family and a JOB! Keep
it up, girl!
Had a recent phone call to judge
a GOLDEN CIRCLE SHOW in
SEDALIA, and am looking forward to

that. Old friend JERRY STULL is a
former Golden Circle President, and
can speak from personal experience
that Golden Circle was monumental
in the KANSAS CITY area some
years back. Will miss talking with
LaRUE SAUERS on that visit, and
will try to have dinner with MIKE
SWAIN.
Let’s run some names by you...nice
phone visit with CLINT FULLERTON,
who is very active judging and will
be going to one of my “fav” spots to
work this year, one of the best horse
facilities in the country outside BOISE
IDAHO. Was there last year and got
to visit with several old friends judging
then, including RICK McCLAIN from
TEXAS.
Nice phone visit with old friend
LARRY SWOPE....he is doing
well and said he has visited with
GARY BOYER, who is now down in

KANSAS.
A quick side note...thanks to
CASEY WEST, have a few extra
copies of the PAINT HORSE 50year history book I wrote and would
be glad to get a copy to interested
parties. Phone above.
Just stopped off at the library
in BELTON, MO to write this, and
FWIW...it is no longer easy to get
online! I’ve never been very “techie”,
but WOW...what a task to get online
to write this!
AND...a few more names...good
talk with HEATHER FRANKLIN about
her recent horse adventures. She is
trying to show a little more. Always
enjoy talking with her because she
also “subs” at school and we share
stories.
NEBRASKA PAINT will be having
a big event at the Lancaster Event
Center about the time you get this.
Hope that starts off well. By the time
you get this I believe KANSAS will
have kicked off their season with an

event. I always enjoyed meeting with
and talking to GARY HARMON out in
KANSAS...another school teacher, if
memory serves me correctly.
Good to get baseball off to a start...
ROYALS look to be much better, and
of course the CARDINALS are almost
always worth watching.
VICKY and I are in the process
of moving back to the Kansas City
area...specifically BELTON. And
without taking more of your time...
hope your experiences in that area
are better that what ours have
been....just frustrating.
SPRING HAS SPRUNG...and
hope each and every one of you can
enjoy it in any way you wish...for me,
MASTERS WEEKEND is next.
-Duke Neff
Neff Publications & Livestock
Box 155
Pleasant Hill, MO 64080
(816) 809-0709
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Choices for Round Bale Storage
By Rodney J. Gasch for Progressive Forage Grower
Published in the Progressive Forage Issue 2015
What’s the best way to store round
bales? While all bales should be
stored in a well-drained location,
there’s unfortunately no deﬁnitive
answer as to the “best” storage
system. It depends on the weather,
the value of the forage, how long
the bales will be in storage and the
availability of economical indoor
storage.
Dr. Kevin Shinners has looked at
the topic of round bale storage from
a researcher’s perspective, looking
at nutrient preservation and waste at
feeding.
“Research has shown that
signiﬁcant amounts of the waste
at feeding can come from animals’
aversion to eating weathered hay,”
says Shinners, a professor with the
department of biological engineering
at the University of Wisconsin –
Madison. “Thus, what looks like
feeding losses can actually be storage
losses, with the animals rejecting
unpalatable forage.”
To identify ways of reducing
storage losses, Shinners and a
team of engineering and animal
science specialists set out to
compare various storage methods. In
research published last year by The
Professional Animal Scientist (Vol. 29:
pgs. 665–670), various forms of round
bale storage were compared both by
testing hay quality and by quantifying
animals’ preference to consume the
forage.
Storage systems included
net-wrapped round bales stored
outdoors (on sod and on a rock pad),
net-wrapped round bales stored
indoors and round bales wrapped in
a breathable ﬁlm stored outdoors (on
sod and on a rock pad). Breathable

wrap (B-wrap) is a relatively new
product ﬁrst introduced by John
Deere for the 2013 hay season.
It is applied by the round baler in
place of net wrap, and it includes a
layer of breathable ﬁlm that sheds
precipitation but allows moisture
inside the bale to escape through
microscopic pores.
“In our study,” Shinners says,
“alfalfa was baled in early July and
fed the following May. Even though
the bales covered with the breathable
wrap were stored outdoors for 10-anda-half months, the nutrient values
were similar to those of the netwrapped bales stored indoors.” Cattle
also consumed the breathable ﬁlmwrapped hay at a similar rate to the
hay stored indoors.
Net-wrapped bales stored outdoors
in the study showed signiﬁcant
nutrient losses, especially around
outer layers of the bale, an area that
makes up a signiﬁcant part of the total
bale volume. (The outer 4 inches of
a 6-foot-diameter bale makes up 25
percent of total bale volume.)
“In the feeding trials that were part
of this study,” Shinners says,
“Cattle consumed signiﬁcantly more
of the hay from bales wrapped in the
breathable ﬁlm than hay from
net-wrapped bales stored outdoors.
For example, in one trial, cattle
consumed 78 percent of ordered
hay from bales protected by the
breathable ﬁlm compared to
consuming just 28 percent of the
ordered hay that came from netwrapped bales stored outdoors.”
Earlier work by Shinners looked at
round bales of dry hay wrapped in
plastic using an in-line bale wrapper.
This research showed moisture from

inside the bale condensed on the
inside of the plastic wrap, resulting in
forage losses due to mold and algae
growth.
However, in that same study,
Shinners reported excellent
preservation of low-moisture (about
45 percent) silage bales stored in ﬁlmwrapped tubes.
Missouri dairyman Darron Schoen
has had similar wrapper experience.
He has heard stories about
condensation on plastic wrap used
to protect round bales of dry hay, but
for making silage, Schoen found the
in-line wrapper a great tool for the
weather he faced in 2014.
“The in-line wrapper really saved us
during last year’s wet spring and early
summer,” says Schoen. “Being able
to make round bale silage means we
no longer worry about having enough
consecutive drying days to bale dry
hay. Plus wrapping round bales takes
less labor and machine expense than
putting forage into our bunker silo.”
In 2014 Schoen used breathable
wrap to make straw bales and net
wrap to make hay bales.
“Winter weather determines how
much straw our herd will need,”
Schoen says. “Since I can’t predict the
weather six months in the future, we
put B-wrap on our straw bales. That
way, I know the straw will be clean
and fresh even if it has been sitting for
a year and a half. I try to use the same
strategy with dry hay. For bales that
will get fed within six months or so, net
wrap is the economical choice.”
Schoen says he uses breathable
wrap on hay bales carried over for a
year or more.
This dilemma is one regularly
tackled by hay grower Nathan Stone.
Stone and his parents, Joan and Neil,
operate a commercial hay and straw
business near Ponoka, Alberta. Each
year they market more than 1,500
round bales and 7,500 small square
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bales.
Stone utilizes a variety of storage
methods: indoor storage, net-wrap
round bales stored outdoors and
breathable wrap for round bales
stored outdoors.
“We have a variety of local
customers,” Stone says, “who are
willing to pay for different levels of
forage quality. For example, if we
have hay that’s not top-quality or has
been rained on, we can market those
round bales to cow-calf and feedlot
customers who are more focused
on the price of hay. We’ll wrap those
in net and store them outdoors. The
quality isn’t perfect, but it ﬁts their
needs and the price is right.”
Stone has other customers who
are much fussier about forage quality,
and these customers are willing to
pay extra for indoor storage or for
breathable-wrap bales. Chuckwagon
racers ﬁt into this group.
“These customers pay extra for
small square bales of hay stored
indoors,” Stone says. Stone also
makes round bales in breathable
wrap to provide high-quality hay for
these customers. Another niche for
Stone is producing high-quality straw
round bales, also stored in breathable
wrap, used for bedding at the Calgary
Stampede and the Ponoka Stampede.
Chuckwagon competitors are very
fussy about the straw used in rodeo
show barns. Stone’s straw is baled in
the fall and not delivered until July, so
optimum preservation of the straw is a
big concern.
Although breathable wrap costs
an extra $7 per bale, Stone says
chuckwagon racers are willing to
pay for a straw that looks and smells
better.
Stone used to stack some round
bales and cover them with tarps, but
he much prefers the breathable-wrap
Continued on the next page
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solution. “… the baler puts on the
protection,” Stone says, “with tarps
there was extra labor, and every so
often a wind storm would blow off a
tarp, adding to the work.”
Mark McGrory from Victor, Iowa,
also markets hay to livestock
producers. “Our best hay – second
and third cutting – typically gets
wrapped in net and stored in some
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small sheds and barns we have on
our property,” says McGrory. When
those buildings are full, he also uses
breathable wrap for the bales that will
be stored outside. As for the extra
cost, McGrory says, “The payback
only comes if we have top-quality hay
to preserve.”
“Last year we had a lot of rain,”
McGrory says, “and it was hard to

make really good hay. So all of our
ﬁrst crop and much of our second
and third crop went into round bales
wrapped in net. I’m now supplying hay
for my in-law’s two teams of mules,
and they prefer my B-wrap bales
that were made back in 2013. Even
though these bales have been sitting
outdoors for one-and-a-half winters,
they look and smell better than the

net-wrapped bales I made just seven
months ago.”
Rodney J. Gasch writes about
agriculture and farm equipment from
his own small farm near Harmony,
Pennsylvania.
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How can I listen in or watch
Better Horses TV & Radio?

Mosey on back to page 2 to see our
full listing of TV and Radio shows!

TRUE TREASURES
The sparkle still came bright to his eye, as he talked of his life and of horses.
I learned a great deal of the bygone old ways, as he shared his precious discourses.
Eighty dollars a month was his Cowboy wage, lest he was breaking young colts in the pen.
Then his wages would stop. He’d get fifteen a pop, for the ones they’d bring saddled to him.
Said he bought his first truck from buckin’ them colts. He was thankful for the money they’d earn.
Mumbled, “these young bucks today sure could profit a bit, if some of them lessons they’d learn.”
He wore a tan, canvas jacket, and Stetson that sure fit his cut, and wranglers, he sure looked the part.
His fingers were gnarled. His knees were bowed. He was stringy, but plumb full of heart.
Cowboy work was all he’d ever done. But he was wise to the ways of the world.
He spoke of hard times, of difficult days, but gentle when he talked of a girl.
Yes, a girl he had met at a big Cowboy Ball, with blue eyes and long golden hair.
That was 60 years back in the history of time. They married within that same year.
He finished his coffee and he looked straight at me. Said, “you comin? I’ve horses to feed.”
When we’re done we can ride to look at the grass. You get the Bay and I’ll saddle my steed.
This world holds pleasures that I’ll never know. And some of them money can’t buy.
That old Cowboy told me, “seek the true treasures of life.” So I promised, I’m sure gonna try.
This world holds pleasures that I'll never know. And some of them money can't buy.
That old Cowboy told me, "seek the true treasures of life." So I promised, I'm sure gonna try.
Del Shields
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“Just For Grins” artist Don Dane
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Adaptability
By Kerry Kuhn

When it comes to training horses,
there are many learned qualities that
are extremely beneficial. Things like,
feel, timing, and balance, to name
a few, all come to mind. But if I had
to come up with one learned quality
that might be at the top of the list, it
would be the ability to adapt. Let me
explain…
When working with horses, there
are so many variables that can
come in to play each and every day,
that it’s extremely hard to just stay
in one simple routine and expect it
to work for every horse and every
situation. Think of it like this: the
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ability to adapt is actually giving the
horse more than one option and
allowing them to find their way to the
release and not feel forced. Of all
the thousands of horses I’ve ridden
over the years, I created some very
resentful horses due to the fact that
my approach came across to them
that I was forcing them into my way
of thinking. If we are all honest, we’d
all probably agree that we don’t like
it when someone tries to force us
into something. Our horses can be
like us in that aspect, and if they are
being forced into a certain physical
or mental frame, that can often be
very aggravating to them. This is
where our adaptability can allow
us to change what we are doing
and allow the horse to possibly try
another direction or option to find the

release.
If we look at times things happen
in our lives away from our horses
that didn’t go as we had planned,
how do we respond to them? Do
we instantly getting stressed and
express ourselves through being
short and angry? Or can we simply
roll with things and figure things
out as we go? I want to develop a
mental frame of mind in myself and
my horses that can be faced with
things not going our way whereby
we can simply adjust to the new
situation and roll with it. This allows
us to be able to not be overwhelmed
with stress that turns into anger
and maintain a positive perspective
the entire time. I tell people that if
you really want to teach this to your
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horse, you must first get good at it
yourself. And as the Lord provides
opportunities for us all in life to
learn to adapt and roll with things
that don’t go our way, we use those
situations to help us get better and
more consistent at maintaining that
mindset. Once we have learned it
and are able to use it consistently, it’s
much easier to share with your horse
and teach it to them.
I am so blessed to be able to do
what I do and help others along the
way. The Lord has truly blessed
me and I cherish what He’s given
me and hope I can give back to
others. My goal is to not just share
with others about horses, but more
importantly, share with them what the
Lord can do in their life. I have even
published a book titled,
Hiding Behind My
Horses, which shares
in depth the specifics
of His resurrecting
power in my life. I
believe our horses are
simply an avenue that
the Lord uses to help
us get a little clearer
picture of ourselves.
And if we are willing
to look beyond the
surface of the horse,
we will see what a true
blessing they really
can be.
For more information
about what we do, our
clinics, our horses for
sale, our tack, and our
book, you can go to
www.KerryKuhn.com
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Agape Ranch Ministries Presents the Fourth
Annual Ride Prosperously Production Sale
and Horsemanship Clinic on
June 18 – 19, 2021 at the
Agape Ranch in Stockton, MO
We call it the “Ride Prosperously Production Sale” because our program
is designed to utilize the relationship a young boy is able to cultivate with a
young horse as an opening to instill Biblical principles that will enable him
to “Ride Prosperously” through life. It is also our desire to raise and start
good ranch colts that will help you “Ride Prosperously” on the ranch, in the
arena, or on the trail.
We will be offering well started three-year old registered Quarter Horses
that have been started and ridden by our boys in the program. We will
also be offering unstarted two-year old colts and a selection of consigned
horses that had been previously purchased from our ranch, trained by
others, and brought back to sell. The buyer of the high-selling horse will
receive a custom-made saddle.
This year, we are excited to introduce the First Annual Ride
Prosperously Ranch Horse Futurity to be run in conjunction with our
sale.
The futurity will be held on the morning of Friday, June 18th and will
consist of a reining class, a ranch obstacle course, and a working cow
horse competition. It is limited to three- and four-year-old horses that were
purchased from the ranch either through the sale or through private treaty.
There is to be $10,000 of prize money given out to the futurity winners.
First place will receive $7000.00, second place will receive $2000.00, and
third place will receive $1000.00.
The sale horses will be previewed on Friday evening and Saturday
morning. Horses will sell at 1:00 pm, Saturday June 19, 2021. Lunch will
be provided free of charge on Saturday.

Ranch Riding Tip
By Mark Gratny

Years ago, we showed in pleasure classes, often not knowing why
you won or lost in the class. It became very frustrating when training
horses and coaching riders. Then came along the scoring system for
reining, where each maneuver received a score. That allowed the rider
to go home and work on the maneuvers that needed improving.
Ranch riding and VRH classes have adopted a similar scoring system,
which is why I feel these classes have become so popular. The past
few years the competition has greatly improved the quality of horses and
riders.
I stress to my riders to study and understand the penalties that the
judges are watching for and try to avoid as many deductions as possible,
to improve your score. Also, I stress that even when a mistake happens
while showing, keep on showing until the pattern is complete. Some
riders give up or get frustrated with their horse when things don’t happen
as smoothly as they do at home. I have found that it takes a horse and
rider five to ten shows to really get together as a team.
I believe that the riders that get help or get another set of eyes
watching them practice, really improves their riding at shows.
Remember, it’s not only what you feel while riding that wins, it’s what the
judges observe while you are in the pen.
I like Jim Willoughby’s description of a reining horse. “To rein a horse
is not only to guide him, but also to control his every movement.”
Mark Gratny resides in Leavenworth, Kansas. He has been
involved in training all–around horses, reining horses, and coaching
youth and amateur riders. He has raised horses that have competed in
ranch riding, horsemanship, English events, roping, and reining. Mark
has served as president of KQHA and KRHA and taken many youth to
the ALL American Congress and AQHA youth world show.
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“Star Gazing”
Barbara Sue Sweetwood

Sitting on my back porch on a warm, still summer night,
Gazing through the darkness towards the stars that shine so bright.
I stare in wonder and in awe at the heavens up above,
And know that God has blessed me with such beauty from His love.
I bow my head and fold my hands and thank Him for my sight,
That He has chosen me to cast my eyes upon this night.
Then I look up and take a breath but before I speak,
I feel a lonely teardrop falling down upon my cheek.
I ask Him why this world of ours has grown so full of hate?
I ask Him what the future holds for us, what is our fate?
Then suddenly from a star a twinkling light appears,
And I know that He is watching us and it conquers all my fears.

Would you like to advertise with Better Horses?
CONTACT:

Connie Rodina
785-418-2615
csrodina5@gmail.com

Ernie Rodina

785-418-6047
ernie@betterhorsesradio.com

Ed Adams

816-830-1998
eadams2@outlook.com

Dawn Dawson

785-456-4495
dawn@betterhorsesradio.com
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Dear Maggie,
Why is the ranch market so hot?
Should I sell now or wait? What if I
can’t find a place to buy?
Confused
Dear Confused,
The farm and ranch market is a bit
crazy right now and it definitely is a
seller’s market. In and around Kansas
City listings are down around 50%
from a year ago! But the number of
buyers has not decreased. It comes
down to supply and demand. Low
Supply with High Demand creates
competition for properties that do
come on the market. With the advent
of COVID-19 in 2020, there were less
people wanting to move thus creating
the low supply.
Selling your farm or ranch is a huge
financial decision and you should
always consult your financial advisor,
accountant and/or attorney for their
input. But if you are thinking about
selling anytime in the next few
years, this hot market might make
it advantageous to move up your
timetable!
Even in a seller’s market, it is
important to present your farm or
ranch meticulously in order to
maximize the price that you do get.
Getting your property under contract
is still just the first step. Think of it as
the honeymoon of the selling process.
Everyone is excited about the future.
But then the buyer inspects your
property and we all know that no
property is perfect. It is the inspector’s
job to identify any and all deficiencies
even if they are very small. It is not
uncommon for inspection reports to
be 50 pages long with a dozen or
more issues identified. Now the buyer

may want repairs or a reduction in
price. This is the most stressful part of
the selling/buying process!
Now it is time for your farm or ranch
to be appraised. With this crazy
market, appraisers are working very
hard to support the sales prices and
the new market value. But there is
the chance that they cannot, and
your property does not appraise
for contract price often leading to
renegotiating to the appraised value.
This crazy market has not changed
the fundamental process of selling
and buying; it has just made it more
challenging. And the reward for
sellers may outweigh the risk. So if
you are asking if you should sell now
or not, you probably already know the
answer!
So you decide to sell and now have to
determine where you want to live. You
may have to be patient and consider
renting until you find your next home
or purchase before you sell using
creative financing such as bridge
loans. I have a dozen buyers looking
from $130,000 to $1,500,000 and it is
a challenge for all of them! Patience
and Perseverance are the name of
the buying game.
Good Luck!!
Maggie

